TCM Research Report Challenge

Do you have the skills to become a successful investor? Can you evaluate the market environment to decide if now is the time for 'risk on' or 'risk off'? If Yes, you're ready for the TCM Research Report Challenge!

If you've ever done financial statement analysis or completed a Porter’s 5 Forces competitive evaluation, you’re ready to put your skills to work by writing a market outlook or investment recommendation for the TCM Research Report Challenge. The best reports will be presented during the TCM Student Investment Conference and may quality to be published on SeekingAlpha.com.

If you prefer to take a 'big picture' approach, submit a market outlook or economic analysis in lieu of a specific investment recommendation. But you must take a stand on market sectors you would recommend and/or avoid in the current investment environment!

Up to 2 authors per submission

$250 scholarship for the 1st place author(s)

2nd and 3rd place scholarships may also be awarded, depending on available funding. So sharpen your pencil, warm up your spreadsheet, and put your ideas into print by signing up for the Titan Capital Management Research Report Challenge today!

Google search “CSUF TCM Conference” to register